Become a part of a fairy-tale and live the life of a Lithuanian duke for a day
Dress like medieval nobility and explore the majestic palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania
Visit the Vilnius Cathedral where the major life events of the dukes took place
Explore the Cathedral’s underground catacombs and see the greatest treasure of Lithuania recently discovered there
Taste the recreated dishes of the Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods
Go to the ancient capital Trakai to discover your own treasure
Get on a boat and travel around the lake’s islands where lots of exciting challenges will lead you to the great treasure
Celebrate the victory with a lavish Medieval Feast in the Trakai Castle
***************************************************************************************************
Have you ever thought what it’s like to live a like a king or a duke? If so, then we invite you to live a fairy-tale, where you
will become a Lithuanian duke and live a day like a Middle Age royalty.
To immerse yourself in the atmosphere of the Middle Ages, you will dress like a nobility and follow a herald to your new
“home” – a majestic palace of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania. See the halls where they decided the fate of the country and
admire an impressive collection of awards and special gifts given to Lithuania over the centuries.
Continue to the Vilnius Cathedral, where the dukes used to start every day with a prayer, and where they were crowned and
finally buried. Explore the Cathedral’s underground catacombs used by the Lithuanian Grand Dukes as an emergency exit
and as a secret dating place. Would you like to see the biggest treasure of Lithuania? The most valuable royal gifts had
been hidden in an underground hiding place until they were recently discovered. Now you have a chance to see this
magnificent treasure!
Hungry? Taste the authentic history – recreated dishes of the Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods.

Are you ready for real adventures? Then go with us to the ancient capital of Lithuania – Trakai, where you will discover your
own treasure! Be brave and wise just like the dukes were and get on a boat that will bring you to the most picturesque
islands of Trakai Lake. The medieval puzzles, archery, cutting an apple with a sword and other challenging tasks will lead
you to the great treasure!
Celebrate your victory in an extravagant way just like a duke would! A breath-taking medieval feast in Trakai Castle is waiting
for you! Medieval dances, music, knight fighting and of course the best dishes of from the duke‘s master chef will end this.

